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Edit Share Jedi OrderGalactic Republic Mace Windu's lightsaber was a weapon wielded by the eponymous Jedi Master during his career. It was unique among jedi because it produced an amethyst blade when activated, rather than more often green or blue. Windu wielded his lightsaber in numerous skirmishes and battles across the
galaxy during notable events such as the Yinchorri Uprising and the Clone Wars. These conflicts saw blades used in battlefronts such as Yinchorr, Ryloth, Dantooine, Boz Pity, Coruscant, Malastare and others. 19 BBY, the lightsaber was lost when it was left out of the window of the Supreme Chancellor Palpatine's office before his death.
In BBY 18, Duros salvagers recovered it and gave it to Senator Sano Sauro. The first lightsaber [edit source] as the Jedi launch, Windu could see the shatterpoints with force, allowing him to glimpse the future of a short vision. During this vision, Windu could see the lightsaber he would eventually build. This was cause for concern for the
Jedi Council because Windu was unable to build a weapon resembling a lightsaber he saw in his vision. At the age of fourteen, Windu demanded a real challenge so he could find the parts needed to create a lightsaber. At his request, the council sent him to the planet Hurikane alone. Upon his arrival, he chased away the natives, but was
easily able to get the upper hand with force. At one point, he caused one of the natives to smash, but was able to painstakingly reconstruct the individual. As a result, the native introduced him to the amethyst-colored lightsaber crystal, which he used to finally build a lightsaber he had seen in his visions for the future. Second lightsaber
[edit source] Windu wielding his second lightsaber on Geonosis. Sometime before BBY 22, Windu created a second lightsaber, acknowledging his position as a senior Jedi Council member. It was built to the highest standards, emphasizing accuracy and quality. The weapon included an electrum finish reserved only for senior council
members, as well as a signature amethyst crystal for his earlier weapon. His second lightsaber served him throughout the galaxy covering the clone of Wars, until his death at the hands of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine at 19 BBY – which was the Dark Lord of Sith Darth Darth Sidious. Lightsaber plummeted from a shattered window in the
Chancellor's office after Windu's hand was severed by Anakin Skywalker, with its owner shortly after. The following year, Duros sold a broken lightsaber, which he claimed once belonged to Master Windu, Senator Sano Sauro. Although the claim has never been verified, Senator Sauro displayed a lightsaber issue in his office. [1]
Appearance [edit | edit source] Non-canon speaking:[edit source] Sources[edit | edit source] Notes and | Edit Source] ↑ Last of the Jedi: Tangled Web Community Content is available under cc-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Throughout the Star Wars universe, it is Jedi Master Mace Windu's lightsaber that stands apart in its amazing and
unique purple. But why is that because of actual fiction? Believe it or not, the possible origins were revealed on the pages of the Star Wars Tales comic series. According to Jedi ud: lightsaber is an extension of the Jedi's own self and connects to the force, powered by an almost living crystal kyber. Most Jedi sabers have blades that are
blue or green (some are yellow), while Sith lightsabers have blood in red. Some fans may know the real-life reason why Windu's saber is purple: Mace Windu actor Samuel L. Jackson simply demanded purple paint for his sword from Star Wars creator George Lucas, which he allowed. However, the actual reason for the narrative was
unknown. When Dark Horse Comics Star Wars Tales released their 13th issue as a collection of short stories all focused on Windu, they undertook to ensure the origin of the purple lightsaber. Although this origin is not canonical, there is no actual canon origin yet, making this story the closest possible insight. Continue scrolling to keep
reading Click on the button below to start this article for a quick look. Start now with the title Stones, a short story from Star Wars Tales featuring Master Windu tells his time as a young 14-year-old on his first solo mission. Because he had not yet created his own lightsaber, the Jedi Council thought he might be afraid to build such a
powerful and personal weapon. However, Windu just wanted the challenge of finding unique crystals. For this reason, Jedi Master Yoda sent Mace to the planet Hurikane, had Windu come into contact with large creatures made of stone. To perceive them as hostile, Mace wastes no time fighting them with force to achieve victory.
However, he soon realizes that she misrepreserly his opponents. They weren't hostile he first thought they were. Acknowledging his mistake and taking responsibility for his mibe, the young Windu determined to work to repair the damage done using the power to heal the beings he was hurt. Windu shares that he learned that there's more
to being a Jedi than just being a great soldier, which he certainly was. Being a Jedi is also done, self-playful, and humble. On that day, Mace became a true Jedi despite already having the title. To repair his rounds of work, the stone creatures gave him a gift. Of course, Mace Windu's purple lightsaber was already unique and incredibly
cool apart from reading this story from Star Wars Tales. However, the knowledge that the unique crystals came as a result of such a powerful turning point in Windu's Jedi path makes the lightsaber truly epic. Of course, the story could be part of the official Star Wars history, but without an official alternative, why not accept it as such until
fans are down otherwise? The story, of course, guarantees credibility as part of the Star Wars schedule. In any case, Mace Windu's unique lightsaber is definitely one of the most epic weapons in the Star Wars universe, one of the most epic Jedi ever. More: Star Wars Remakes Pulp Fiction With Mace Windu &amp; Yoda Twin Children
Hulk There Are Even Better Powers Related Topics About Author Kevin Erdmann (632 Articles Published) More From Kevin Erdmann in: Canon Articles, Articles To Be Updated, Personal Lightsabers Edit Share Before Invasion Naboo 32 BBY [1] Jedi Order[2]Galactic Republic[3] Galactic In The Name of The Senate Republic, You Are
Arrested Chancellor. One of the most distinctive lightsabers in the Jedi warrant because of its amethyst plasma blade, Windu could carry this weapon into battle several times during the Clone Wars, in which he served as a Jedi general in the Grand Army Republic. Lightsaber was eventually lost when it fell out of the window during a
confrontation between Windu and Sith Lord Darth Sidious, who then killed a Jedi warrant champion using Force Lightning. Description[edit source] Windu's lightsaber was unique. As one of the most ambitious members of the Jedi Order, Jedi Master Mace Windu made a lightsaber distinguished by his unique amethyst plasma blade. Its
distinctive color served as a warning to opponents that the Jedi order's greatest champion was ready to fight. [2] As a last light,[4] Windu built it after many years of experience and used the highest standards to build an outstanding weapon. In addition to specially designed hands, the lightsaber's electrum finish indicated Windu's status as
a senior member of the Jedi High Council. [1] History [edit | edit source] Windu faced the downsizing of Jango Fett, an act that could lead to his death by seduting. At the height of the separatist crisis at 22 BBY, Mace Windu led a Jedi attack on a team in the separatist world of Geonosis in an effort to rescue jedi knight Obi-Wan Kenobi,
resulting in a confrontation between jedi and force battle droids. [3] During the battle, He was confronted by the dissuasion of separatist leader Gage Dune. [6] An expert sword[7] calmly diverted Fett's blaster shots and killed the mercenary by separating his armored head with a single slash of his lightsaber. [6] Windu then bore his light in
the main battle, where he led an army of newly created clones of the Republic of the Galaxy. separatist droid army. [3] After the first geonosis battle, Windu helped oversee the overall war effort as a Jedi general of the Great Army of the Republic. He also repeatedly fought in his battle,[8] helped liberate Ryloth[9] and defend Malastar
against separatist forces. [10] However, after three years of war, the Jedi discovered that the Leader of the Republic, Supreme Chancellor Sheev Palpatine, was in fact Darth Sidious— Mr. Sita's Dark Lord, who conspired to destroy the Jedi to take over the galaxy. [11] Knowing that the fate of the Jedi Order hung in the balance, Windu
tried to arrest the Chancellor before his plot came to fruit. [8] Although The Lord of Sith managed to kill three of Windie's colleagues behind the resulting lighting cord in a duel,[11] eventually dominated the very Master[8] and disarmed Sid from his weapon. [11] Before the Clone Wars ended, Winnie fought darth Sidious in a last-ditch effort
to save the Jedi orendi. Refusing to accept defeat, Sidious attacked Windu with a blast of Force lightning, forcing the Jedi Master to block lightning with his lightsaber. As a result, lightning was directed to its source, leaving Sidious's face crippled in the process. [11] Before he could get down to the Sith Lord, Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker
used his weapon to separate Wind's hand to save Sidin's life by guiding his hand, alongside a light light-setter, to reach the streets of Coruscant. [8] With Windu hurt by his former ally [12] and bereft of his lightsaber, Sidious renewed his attack by unleashing a torrent of Force lightning,[11] resulting in the death of the Jedi ori ori champion.
[8] Appearance[edit |edit source] Non-canon speaking[edit source] Sources[edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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